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Netflix login problem apple

Press and hold the side button and one of the volume buttons at the same time until the sliders appear, then drag the top cursor to completely turn off your device. If the sliders don't appear, press and hold the Watch/Watch button until the red cursor appears, drag the cursor. After 10 seconds, press the Watch/Watch button to get your device back into
service. Once your device has set up, try Netflix again. Content of the page loaded December 11, 2011 5:01 PM in response to David Duff In response to David Duff Same happens to me since I downloaded the software update last night - and I've been using Apple TV regularly since I bought it a year ago. My iPhone 4S remote app won't work with my Apple
TV either now. Dec 11, 2011 5:01 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Dec 11, 2011 5:17 PM in response to David Duff In response to David Duff This happpend for me once and netflix support said you should connect only with the AppleTV remote and not with the remote iPhone apple or iPad app. If this doesn't work, make sure that on your TV
the date and time are set correctly. Dec 11, 2011 5:17 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Dec 11, 2011 5:31 PM in response to Nigun I can't even use the Apple Remote app, so I was signing up with the AppleTV Remote. I get 117 error saying my username or password is incorrect even after I just Netflix.com you via my computer. The date and
time are correct on my TV and AppleTV. Dec 11, 2011 5:31 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Jan 15, 2012 9:27 AM in response to David Duff In response to David Duff Does your password use numbers? My original password was digital from 0, when I changed it to alphabet, it seemed to connect very well. Jan 15, 2012 9:27 AM Reply Helpful
(2) Thread reply - more options Jan 15, 2012 10:37 AM in response to Ipaid2 In response to Ipaid2 mine was a mixture of numbers and letters. it started with a number, but not zero. finding no solution to this problem, I had to change my Netflix password. appleTV is now working again. it was definitely a bug - a pretty bad one - and I hope it's fixed (if it hasn't
already been fixed, i.e. - I can't confirm either way, since I've worked around the problem and can't easily replicate it). Jan 15, 2012 10:37 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Jan 16, 2012 5:01 PM in response to Nigun Had the same problem using our iPad2 to enter the username email and password. As the post indicates, the use of the Apple TV
remote worked. Weird, but worked. Jan 16, 2012 5:01 PM Reply Helpful (1) Thread - more options Jan 16, 2012 9:04 PM in response to David Duff In response to David Duff had all the same problems. I unplugged it for 30 seconds and restarted it. It's going well. Jan 16, 2012 9:04 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Feb 4, 2012 7:26 PM in
response to David Duff In response to David Duff, I have the same problem. You can't access Netflix via Apple TV TV password is incorrect error 117. I typed a bunch even changed the password by going straight to Netflix on my computer and then going back to ATV. I still can't get in. Has a reset and nothing restoration changed. Feb 4, 2012 7:26 PM Reply
Helpful Thread reply - more options Feb 4, 2012 10:12 PM in response to A EAZ In response to A EAZ I had exactly the same problem and did all the same things. Oddly enough, try to put a space after your password. Feb 4, 2012 10:12 PM Reply Helpful (4) Thread reply - more options May 13, 2012 6:57 AM in response to David Duff In response to David
Duff Sussed it! I had the problem, could connect to computer and iPad no problem, but apple tv just wouldn't connect. The answer is to hit back on the remote keyboard instead of clicking the submit button! May 13, 2012 6:57 AM Reply Helpful (12) Thread reply - more options May 15, 2012 11:36 AM in response to TimVtoo In response to TimVtoo I recently
bought the tv apple and sign up for Netflix today. Works great on my computer, phone and iPad. But not the vtt keeps coming unable to connect, I tried to rest, unplug, password changed, tried both remote and remote app connections, but nothing. Does anyone have other solutions? May 15, 2012 11:36 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options May 16,
2012 10:25 AM in response to bazzal In response to bazzal bazzal, see the message above. For me, using the return key after entering the password (instead of the submit button) resolved! May 16, 2012 10:25 AM Reply Helpful (4) Thread reply - more options May 16, 2012 10:34 AM in response to TimVtoo In response to TimVtoo I tried that too just still
unable to sign up. The account name or password you entered does not match an account in our files. Remebering your password is sensitive to cases. Need help registering? Visit www.netflix.com/login help. And all that does is reset my password to the account that exists. May 16, 2012 10:34 Useful response (3) Answer thread - more options May 16,
2012 10:35 AM in response to bazzal In response to bazzal Hi Bazzal, What finally worked for me, via someone's suggestion on this advice, was to put a space after the password, then submit. For some weird reason, it worked. And I know it worked for other members of that board. Try this and let us know. Thank you. May 16, 2012 10:35 AM Reply Helpful
(4) Thread reply - more options May 16, 2012 11:13 AM in response to mjlowden In response to mjlowden Unfortunately, the space did not work. Also just tried unplugging router and apple tv and then reconnecting, but nothing, tho my iPad now has problems connecting to Netflix but always on the fine computer. Any other ideas? Start regretting eated the
purchase May 16, 2012 11:13 AM Useful response Thread answer - more options Content of the page loaded Oct 10, 2020 5:01 AM in response to sherif143 In response to sherif143 Same problem on ATV 3, I tried any bypass as well, I can log into the account via Macbook, but not on the ATV VTT Oct 10, 2020 5:01 AM Reply Helpful (5) Thread reply -
more options Oct 25, 2020 1:04 PM in response to John iSight In response to John iSight Has anyone found a solution yet? Or do I have to move everything out of Apple? Oct 25, 2020 1:04 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Oct 25, 2020 5:21 PM in response to ExpatAU Unfortunately try all suggested a few times nothing works, Ask Apple? Oct
25, 2020 5:21 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Oct 25, 2020 7:04 PM in response to John iSight In response to John iSight You should all be Netflix, this is their app so they should be able to support it. At the very least, please make sure that all your Apple TVs have up-to-date versions of OS TV. Then retest. Oct 25, 2020 7:04 PM Reply
Helpful Thread reply - more options Oct 28, 2020 3:28 PM in response to rkaufmann87 In response to rkaufmann87 I set the time zone manually and then back to Netflix and successfully connect! Believe it's bug Oct 28, 2020 3:28 PM Useful Response useful (2) Thread Response - more options November 2, 2020 14:39 in response to sherif143 In response
to sherif143 I have the exact problem, but if I use a Netflix friends log account in it works/nuts Nov 2, 2020 14:39 Useful Answer Thread answer - more options December 8, 2020 8:52 AM in response to cw176 In response to cw176 It worked like a charm! Thank you! Set the time zone to the manual. Dec 8, 2020 8:52 AM Reply Helpful (1) Thread reply - more
options Dec 24, 2020 3:27 PM in response to cw176 In response to cw176 Thank you! This worked, set the nearest city time zone available December 24, 2020 15:27 Useful response Thread answer - more options Jan 16, 2021 14:16 PM in response to sherif143 In response to sherif143 Hi, had the same problem and for me the solution was to insert the
email and password using the Remote Apple TV. Jan 16, 2021 2:16 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Support Communities /TV /Apple TV Hardware Looks like no one's replied in a while. To start the conversation again, just ask a new question. Question: Q: Netflix Error ATV-ui92 - I've tried all the possibilities (reset, restart, time zone change
and restore) but I'm unable to connect. Have also tried to reset the Netflix password. Any other option that someone can help with? Posted on January 6, 2020 03:44 Answer, I have this question too (93) I have this question too (93) Me too Answer: A: A: Please see: Netflix Error ATV-Ui92 - Netflix Help CenterIf you covered everything in there, so Netflix
thinks your device might be defective. Posted on January 6, 2020 09:55 Loaded Page Content Jan 6, 2020 9:55 AM in response to Deepakandrew In response to Deepakandrew Please see: Netflix Error ATV-Ui92 - Netflix CenterIf you've covered everything in there, then Netflix thinks your device might be faulty. Jan 6, 2020 9:55 AM Reply Helpful Thread
reply - more options Jan 6, 2020 11:57 AM in response to Urquhart1244 In response to Urquhart1244 I tried this too and did not solve the Jan 6, 2020 11:57 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options User Profile: Deepakandrew Question: Q: Can't Connect to Netflix on Apple TV 2 2
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